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Emergency Management
Encouraging changes are taking place in Victoria’s emergency management sector
I’ll never forget the scenes of devastation that
I saw as I drove towards the Yea relief centre
in 2009. The bushland I passed looked like
a moonscape—blackened, silent, smoke still
drifting from smouldering tree stumps.
I was a first-time volunteer chaplain who had
responded to a call from the Victorian Council
of Churches Emergency Ministries (VCCEM).
One memory of the next couple of days is still
disturbingly clear—the intense sadness I felt in
seeing an abandoned doll left behind by a family
that had sought shelter in one of the army tents.
Neither will I forget speaking to shellshocked survivors as they straggled into the
relief centre, concerned about friends and
neighbours. People who were struggling to come
to grips with the destruction that had enveloped
their communities. People who were often so
bewildered by what they had experienced that
they barely comprehended the present, and who
were anxious about the future.
Nor will I forget the quiet, unsung heroism of
those who devoted themselves to responding
to the fires and then assisting with relief and
recovery. I heard about and witnessed firsthand
the self-sacrificing compassion and care, and
the resilience of the human spirit at its best!
Arising from such massive and tragic
destruction, suffering and death—and the
heroism of so many—would come huge change
to the way in which our Victorian community
prepared for future emergencies.
I didn’t realise at the time that Victorian
authorities had spent many years looking for
ways to improve our emergency response to the
unique challenges of events like these 2009
Black Saturday fires.
In 1983 Victoria experienced the disastrous
Ash Wednesday fires. A ministerial working party
evaluating Victoria’s disaster management
arrangements at the time concluded that

“arrangements for planning, preparedness
and coordination for prevention, response and
recovery arrangements were absent.”1
These conclusions resulted in useful
change—for example, clearance of areas
beneath electricity pylons to help prevent fires
ignited by sparks short-circuiting power lines,
and improvement of inadequate communication
networks. Research by the CSIRO and other
agencies resulted in building better homes for
fire survival and improved bush management,
and the legislation of an emergency disaster
plan known as Displan. It was concluded that the
last-minute evacuation of homes contributed to
the rate of injury and death.2
The 2009 fires brought many more lessons,
resulting in further significant changes to the
way we prepare for and respond to major
emergencies.
1
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2017 IGEM review of Victoria’s emergency management sector
preparedness for major emergencies p. 12
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ash_Wednesday_bushfires

In the years since those 2009 fires, I’ve
been encouraged by witnessing some of these
changes, changes that have been further driven
by lessons learned from subsequent major
events such as the 2010-11 Victorian floods,
the 2014 Hazelwood fire, the Gembrook fires in
2019, and the unprecedented 2019-20 fires.
Following the evaluation and review
of Victoria’s handling of the 2009 fires,
an important change took place with the
establishment of Emergency Management
Victoria (EMV) in 2014.
The Emergency Management Commissioner
who heads EMV is charged with the “responsibility
for coordination before, during and after major
emergencies, including the management of
consequences of an emergency.” 3
And further, EMV assumed responsibility
for state-level relief and recovery coordination
when the responsibility was transferred to EMV
from Department of Health and Human Services
(DHHS) in 2015.
“Under these new arrangements…
the key priority of EMV was twofold: to
work collaboratively with all government
departments and key agencies to review relief
and recovery accountabilities; and to design
and implement governance arrangements
to streamline state-level coordination. This
resulted in the State Relief and Recovery
Plan (Part 4 of the Emergency Management
Manual Victoria) being updated and endorsed.
It now details the new recovery functional
areas, state-level coordination and service
delivery responsibilities to effectively support
community relief and recovery. Additionally,
new governance arrangements to support
reporting and information flow have also been
endorsed.”4
EMV has taken a lead role in fostering and
encouraging growing inter-agency cooperation,
collaboration, and the sharing of resources.
3
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Craig Lapsley was the initial commissioner and was replaced by
Andrew Crisp in August 2018
Review of Victoria’s emergency management sector preparedness
for major emergencies, p.31
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The Black Saturday fires in 2009 caused great financial and emotional loss to individuals and communities, and completely altered familiar landscapes.

New policies have helped to clarify roles,
responsibilities, and reporting requirements in
planning for, and responding to, emergencies.
You may have seen television footage from the
State Control Centre and noted the various
agencies—such as SES, CFA, Police, Ambulance
Victoria, Red Cross, DHHS, Parks Victoria and
others—working together under the direction
of the EMV Commissioner during emergencies.
There’s also been headway made in
transforming the cultures of emergency
management agencies to embrace the local
community. There’s an emerging shift from
“delivering to” to “partnering with.” This is a
challenging culture change because it’s also
vital to retain the traditional response strengths
of the command structure in each EM agency.
Thankfully, the fruitful outcomes we’re seeing
are likely to continue into the future. The EM
sector has a very clear awareness of the ongoing
cycle of evaluation, learning and subsequent
planning following new emergency events!
But let me bring things down to a local
level. In part 6 of the Emergency Management
Manual Victoria, guidelines are given that
“encourage and support a consistent approach
to emergency management planning at the
municipal level.”
Local councils have been given the
responsibility to appoint, facilitate, and
participate in multi-agency planning committees
whose task is to prepare and maintain a
Municipal Emergency Management Plan
(MEMP).

According to a 2018 EMV publication:
“Responsibility for municipal level planning is
transferred from councils to new multi-agency
municipal emergency management planning
committees (MEMPCs).” It also stipulates
membership: “Core membership for MEMPCs
includes the council… Victoria Police, Country
Fire Authority and/or Fire Rescue Victoria…,
Ambulance Victoria, Victoria State Emergency
Service (VICSES), Australian Red Cross and the
Department of Health and Human Services. The
MEMPCs also require at least one additional
recovery representative, one community
representative, and one other representative
(for example, industry).5
I’ve been recently privileged to sit in those
meetings as a representative of VCCEM. I hope
our readers will be as heartened as I am as I see
key personnel from the emergency management
agencies seated around a table (or participating
via Zoom).
Why am I so encouraged?
I’m encouraged because these MEMPCs
provide opportunities to further break down
some of the “silo mentalities” of the past that
have so hindered cooperative working together
in preparing for and responding to emergencies.
I’ve noted improvements in work within agencies
where personnel are trained not only to operate
equipment, but are also trained to recognise and
respect the unique skills and roles of other EM
agencies. Training also includes units that help
personnel do their part to improve collaborative
relationships with local community groups and
5

Fact-Sheet-3-EMPR-Municipal-level-planning-September-2019.pdf

organisations.
There will always be more work to do in
these areas, but be encouraged by the building
of stronger relationships and closer rapport
between those who bear the responsibility
of working together during emergencies that
threaten our local communities.
The work of the MEMP committees takes
time, but constant painstaking effort on the
part of all participants and particularly by local
government employees brings concrete change.
On a policy level, potential risks are identified
and policies have been written and agreed to.
These lay down command structures, operating
procedures and plans for specific hazards,
including relief recovery from potential events
such a landslips, heatwaves, fires, pandemics,
flooding and storms.
Local councils also form strong connections
and working relationships with their colleagues
from neighbouring councils by forming regional
plans and conducting training exercises in, for
example, setting up a local relief centre.
And the work will continue both within
EM agencies and between EM agencies, as
dedicated men and women work together to
provide greater safety for us all!

Randall Bourchier
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Everyday Heroes
In June 2015, Living Today published the
following article about everyday heroes. More
than five years later, the concept of everyday
heroes is in the collective consciousness of
the entire world. Across the globe, people have
rallied around the medical personnel who
are on the front line of the fight against the
worldwide pandemic.
As the health crisis continues, the more we
realise how many everyday heroes are in our
midst: the healthcare workers, the teachers who
have adjusted their methods and curriculum for
remote learning, and the retail employees and
delivery personnel who are helping to supply our
everyday needs. We depend heavily on these
people, and they’re rising to the challenge.
In a world that values wealth and fame, in
this season of difficulty we are reminded that
it’s often the ordinary people who are the
heroes of our time
Today’s celebrity culture influences who we
and our children admire—but perhaps we should
look more closely to see who really deserves
our respect. A quick flick though the latest
magazines and newspapers will soon show
us which people are currently in the limelight.
We can easily learn more details about these
individuals than we may want to know—what
they wear, who they date and what they eat. So
much emphasis is placed on this small pool of
celebrity highflyers who capture the attention of
the media, and hence the population.
Why do we celebrate these people? Are they
worthy of our attention? They are usually in the
media because of their colourful personalities,
clothes and behaviour. Many engage in
destructive relationships, abuse drugs, lie,
cheat and take advantage of their status in ways
that are grossly unfair and often immoral. If we
reflect on what we truly value in our families and
our communities, we might decide to shift our
gaze and admiration to those who really deserve it.
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Let us notice and value the people who are
worthy of appreciation: the people who go into
a cyclone-devastated area and help people who
have lost everything; those who toil endlessly to
find a cure for a debilitating disease, or those
who devote their efforts, even their lives, to send
a craft into space so we can all share a view of
our amazing galaxy.
What about the heroes who have been
to war to bravely fight for their country,
loyally supporting their fellow soldiers and
demonstrating the Aussie value of mateship?
What about the teachers in our schools and
TAFEs who spend their time teaching our kids
so they can make a living and support their own
families one day? Then there are volunteers
who feed the homeless—they are often people
who are struggling to get enough work to feed
themselves, let alone their families.
Many charities are seeking to help the donors
engage with the recipients of aid. They might
do this through newsletters, contributions of
time and physical support, or testimonies from
people whose lives have been turned around
and are now in a position to help others—the
helped become the helpers.
As a society, we depend heavily on numerous
charities to support and care for the needy, sick
or injured. No matter what age we are, we may
all be needy, sick or injured at some point. How
many phone calls do we get every week from
well-meaning charities trying to make ends
meet because the government support just isn’t
there anymore or is grossly inadequate? And
yet, our society can find enough money to pay a
ball-kicker millions of dollars.
Our young people are also doing some
amazing things. A young Victorian established
the Thankyou Water concept and a range of
healthy, Australian-made snack foods. Proceeds
provide clean water and other necessities for
developing nations.1 Projects like this change
1

thankyou.co/about

the lives of the recipients and the generations
that follow. These young people have worked
out what’s important and how they can make
a difference. That’s truly amazing and certainly
something to be celebrated!
Perhaps thanks should also go to the
teachers and parents who no doubt inspired
and encouraged these young people. Role
models influence how young people grow and
mature and can help them develop a sense of
what’s important. Sadly, many of society’s role
models demonstrate a sense of selfishness
that cuts deeply into the true measure of what
people can be and what they can accomplish
with their lives. It’s a tough job to capture the
attention of our children and instil in them a
desire to give and serve.

What can we do?

How do we begin to place a value on the good
that so many people do every day—efforts that
go largely unnoticed? Or worse, are ignored
even though so many benefit from their selfless
actions? We can help to refocus our families
and communities on those who deserve the
limelight, the people who offer their time to
benefit others much less fortunate.
Give credit where credit is due: The times
we live in are not what they seem. We are told
that things have never been better. And yet, job
losses mount every day. Prices go up and we
have less left over after paying the bills. Housing
is ridiculously expensive. There is a natural
tendency to stop giving and keep what little
we have. However, those who think about the
issues faced by the needy and the unfortunate
are the ones digging deeper. They keenly feel
the need to continue helping and supporting an
increasing number who need a hand to get them
on their feet again.
Filter the media: Let’s think carefully about
what we watch as families on the television.
Some shows are not very uplifting and certainly
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don’t provide much in the way of inspirational
viewing. They may seem entertaining, but
after the laughs are over we are often left
with a shallow view of what’s important and
beneficial to society. Don’t let the media
shape young minds and their destiny. These
effects might initially be unnoticeable but
can accumulate over time and become part
of who we are.
Recognise our capacity for change: Our
destiny is not predetermined. Our destiny is
not hereditary. Yes, our destiny is influenced
by our surroundings, our families and the
worldview that gets the most airtime in our
vicinity of home, school etc. Yet we can
change our future! This idea was portrayed
beautifully in the 2001 movie A Knight’s
Tale. You might enjoy getting the movie and
watching it together as a family.
Give young people opportunities to make a
difference: It can be difficult for young people
to know how to contribute to causes they
feel strongly about. They will usually need
the support of adults to bring their ideas to
fruition. Some volunteer organisations are
well equipped to involve young helpers, and
have measures in place to ensure their safety.
Young people may also lack the confidence
to volunteer on their own—going with them or
inviting them to participate in your volunteer
work can enable them to experience the
rewards of giving back to their community.
Let’s celebrate those who really make a
valuable contribution to our world. Let’s cheer
them on—with a financial boost, our time, or
even a word of encouragement. Look out for
the good being done and help others to notice
as well. Avoid the imposters who want to us
to believe they’ve got something special. The
more we and our kids realise the difference,
the better off we will all be.

Mooroolbark is changing.
There’s the level crossing
removal, and upcoming
construction of the sky
rail, new train station
and multi-level carpark.
These things, together
with the effects of the
current pandemic, mean
that Mooroolbark will
never be quite the same again.
Because of these changing times, there is
a lot of uncertainty surrounding the annual
Celebrate Mooroolbark festival. Do we plan
ahead as though it was a normal year? Do we
downsize? Do we fence off a specified area and
allow ticketed entrance only, so that we can
monitor the number of people admitted to the
ground?
Whatever happens, we are planning to have a
festival on Saturday, 27 March 2021, but it will
be governed by whatever COVID-19 regulations
apply at the time. Our theme for Celebrate
Mooroolbark next year is “Snapshot ’21” with
the aim of capturing life in this moment, and
preserving our memories for future generations
We encourage you now to begin making your
costumes for the parade, take your photographs
so that we can start to display them, and be
inspired by your own personal experiences for
the recycled sculpture competition and the
writing competition.
Celebrate Mooroolbark 2021 will have a
strong focus on the creative arts, and we hope

to encourage increased participation in our
community competitions, celebrating each and
every diverse perspective. As well as the talent
quest, there will be competitions for writing,
sculpture, and photography. Through the use
of various mediums, we hope to record and
document what life is like right here and now, and
as events have unfolded, starting from March
2020 when all events involving 500 people
or more were cancelled. How has COVID-19
affected you personally, your family, your school
or work? How has it affected Mooroolbark and
surrounding areas? Use your particular talents
and skills to let us know. If you would like more
information regarding the competitions, watch
our website and Facebook page.
Once again we would like to thank our
sponsors, including the Yarra Ranges Council,
Bendigo Bank, the Professionals, and the Lions
Club, who have been so generous in such
difficult times, which in turn has enabled us to
be generous to our stallholders and performers.
Unfortunately the Celebrate Mooroolbark
committee has recently had to say goodbye
to several committee members who have
resigned due to heavy work commitments,
which leaves several vacant positions that we
would love to fill. If you would like to be involved,
please call Barbara on 0417 381 542 or email
barbara@celebratemooroolbark.com.

Barbara Austin
Chair, Celebrate Mooroolbark Committee

Steve Steel
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Following Her Dream
M

PHOTOS: DREAM TATTOOS

y hairdresser Kari, a sweet bubbly girl with bright pink hair, is
covered with tattoos symbolising the things she loves—from
hairdressing scissors and comb to red roses memorialising the friend
she lost to cancer. There’s always an interesting story behind Kari’s
tattoos, so when Jody Young of Dream Tattoos approached Living
Today to ask whether we would write about her tattoo shop, which
had recently relocated to Mooroolbark, I was interested in finding out
more about the craft.
From childhood, Jody wanted to use her artistic talents to follow in
the footsteps of her father, a tattooist. When she finally opened her
own tattoo shop, the name Dream Tattoos was significant. “It was my
dream to be like my dad,’ said Jody.
Last year, Jody moved her business and family—her fiancé
Michael, 11-year-old son and two daughters, aged eight and six—
to Mooroolbark. “I love this area,” said Jody. “It’s just beautiful. It’s
peaceful. I love seeing the birds and the kookaburras in the morning.
And I love the people; it’s a family-oriented suburb.”
Dream Tattoos opened its doors at 54 Manchester Road toward the
end of 2019—but soon afterward, the shop had to close because of
coronavirus regulations. Despite this, Jody has remained optimistic.
“There are other things I can make and do in the meantime,” she said.
“It means that the money flow stops for a while, but it’s not the end of
the world. We’ve got time with the kids now. That’s important—we’re
trying to enjoy that time together.”
Jody’s clients range from the legal age of 18 to people in their 70s
and 80s. Jody herself wanted her first tattoo at 15, but her father
wouldn’t allow her to get one until she was older. At the time Jody was
disappointed, but now she says, “That’s fair enough. Those laws are
there for a reason. I think sometimes even 18 is too young, because

your tastes change so much until you’re about 25.”
Jody’s oldest client was an 81-year-old woman who finally decided
to get a long-awaited tattoo. She chose the words carpe diem, Latin
for “seize the day”, as a reminder to herself to make the most of the
present time. Another memorable customer was a woman in her 70s
who had dementia. “She knew that it was getting worse,” said Jody,
“so she came in and had her husband’s name and date of birth on
her arm. She wanted to be able to remember it.”
Many tattoos signify a major life event, such as the birth of a child
or the loss of a loved one. “I like doing memorials because I have had
experience with grief myself,” said Jody. “I also love hearing about
people’s stories and what’s happening in their lives.”
Despite the coronavirus pandemic delaying her plans for the
business, Jody looks forward to continuing to follow her dream. “You’ve
just got to see the bigger picture and stay creative,” she said. “I’m not
the type of person who would think of shutting down. Anything that’s
worth something doesn’t come easy.”
Janet Van Dijk
To find out more about Dream Tattoos, call Jody on 9736 9000. The shop, which is
closed until restrictions have eased, is located at 54 Manchester Road, Mooroolbark.

Microbee—putting the buzz back into computing
Many locals might
be surprised to know
that the Mooroolbark
has its own highly
technical development
“think tank”, called
Microbee, right in
the centre of the Brice
Avenue main shopping
area.
What does “Microbee” represent?
Certainly not the miniature electronic bees
that the word might bring to mind! Microbee
is a computer and related equipment
development company based here in
Mooroolbark.
Microbee Technology’s central focus is to
enable budding electronics enthusiasts and
seasoned engineers alike to achieve their
project development goals. Microbee has
a mixture of old and new technology in its
product range. The Microbee PC85, despite
its unassuming appearance, represented
a prime point in time for the success of
computing in Australia in the 1980s. The
PC85 was designed and manufactured by
Microbee in NSW in 1985—35 years ago!
Old technology is very useful in that it
is easier to understand, which is great for
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people starting their journey into learning
digital electronics. Microbee's kit computers
are based on 1980s technology for that very
reason.
Microbee also offers current technology
designed for 'rapid prototyping'—that is,
boards or modules that click together, a bit
like electronic Lego bricks. These are useful
for testing out a new product idea. Customers
can prototype an idea by clicking together
selected modules—for example, a processor
for calculations, a USB stick interface to store
the results of the calculations, and a display
and keyboard or series of buttons for user
input. Once the modules have been joined
together, the customer can write software to

The Microbee PC85

support the proposed application.
Along with supporting all of the company’s
old models, Microbee also offers electronics
product design and assembly services.
If you have an idea for making a new
product, you can make use of Microbee’s
technical expertise and see your new idea
come to life by visiting Shop 31 at the
Terrace shopping centre in Brice Avenue.
To find out more about Microbee,
visit the company’s Facebook page or
website, microbeetechnology.com.au,
email info@microbeetechnology.com.au or
phone 9726 5001.
Barry Austin
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Marion Stott

Filling the
T

Gaps
It was through this
genealogy that Marion
learnt about the
involvement of many
of her family members
in community service.
The Stott family in 2004
One relative was on 21
committees all at the same time, and Marion’s
great-grandfather was the mayor of Brighton
three times. Marion’s father was also active in
the community, through the Rotary Club and
his church, and took Marion with him several
times while he delivered Meals on Wheels to
the elderly—quite an eye opener for a small girl.
At 20 Marion met Lloyd, her husband, who
was studying electronics at the Royal Melbourne
Institute of Technology. Their first date was a ball
at the Camberwell Town Hall on Lloyd’s 24th
birthday. Two years later, in January 1972, they
were married.
In 1974 Marion and Lloyd moved into their
first home in Mt Evelyn where they had their
first two children, Brian and Owen, and made
many lifelong friends through Nursing Mothers
Association, Babysitting Club, Toy Library and
Morrison House courses.
In 1978 the Stotts moved to Mooroolbark
and had three more children: Karen, Pamela
and Kevyn. Sadly, Pamela died in a car accident
at just 18½ months old, when Marion was
pregnant with Kevyn. The family received a
lot of support following this accident, and
the experience helped them to support other
bereaved parents.
Marion aptly describes herself as being a
person who sees a gap and starts things up.

One of these projects was establishing the
Mooroolbark chapter of GymbaROO, a neurodevelopmental program for babies and children
from birth to five years, in 1984. Marion has
always enjoyed seeing young children grow and
develop—especially, of course, her grandchildren
Katie, Lucinda and Benedict. Marion recalls that
when she was at primary school, a little boy who
couldn’t cross-pattern march was pulled out of
the line and made to march on his own in front
of the whole school. Now, due to her research
into child development, Marion realises that
the child had a developmental delay and could
have been helped, instead of being humiliated
at such a tender age.
Supported behind the scenes by her
husband Lloyd, Marion has either initiated or
been heavily involved in many projects and
organisations which preserve the history and
ensure the future of Mooroolbark—among
them Mooroolbark History Group, Mooroolbark
Traders & Community Group, Mooroolbark
Umbrella Group, Celebrate Mooroolbark, and
the annual Anzac Day and Remembrance Day
services.
Marion’s ability to “see a gap and start
things up” is something she has inherited, and
Mooroolbark is certainly a better place for it.
Barbara Austin
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he name Marion Stott is a familiar one
around Mooroolbark. If there’s something
to be done, it’s often Marion who’s there, making
sure it happens. In June, Marion was awarded
the Medal of the Order of Australia in the
Queen’s Birthday Honours List, in recognition
of her service to the community of Mooroolbark.
Marion Joyce Stott
was born to Max and
Aileen Hammond, who
owned a sheep property
near Terang in the
western district of
Victoria. She was the
fourth of five children
and had a happy,
a c t i ve c h i l d h o o d .
The Hammond children had jobs allocated
according to their age and capabilities, and one
of Marion’s favourite jobs was to bottle-feed
the lambs that had lost their mothers during
lambing season. Climbing out of a nice warm
bed on the cold, early mornings isn’t something
she remembers with as much fondness, though!
Fortunately for Marion, the school bus was
operating by the time she started primary
school. Her older siblings had previously ridden
horses, and eventually bikes, to school. It was
a long trip as the bus had to pick up and drop
off other school children and, in the afternoon,
it was a race to get home in time to listen to the
ABC‘s Argonauts Club while having an afternoon
snack.
Marion admits she wasn’t a great scholar
during high school, but she was very curious
and became involved in many extra-curricular
activities such as the school choir,
drama, and writing articles for
the school newsletter—anything
that didn’t involve studying! She
played softball at school and at the
weekends, and tennis in the summer
and netball in the winter.
Marion loved dressmaking,
a talent she inherited from her
grandmother. In Marion’s last year
of school, she made a fetching outfit
which she wore to enter the Miss
Show Girl competitions at the local
shows and won two second places
and one third place.
After school Marion started her
nurse’s training at the Warrnambool
Base Hospital, but because of a back
injury sustained while working, only
completed one year. She became a
nurse’s aide working with the elderly,
and moved to Melbourne. She lived
in Brighton with her Aunt Sally, who
had a huge influence on her life,
educating her on their family history.

Marion as a debutante in 1967, and at her wedding to Lloyd in 1972
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The

Tubby the Robot is a familiar sight at the annual Celebrate
Mooroolbark Festival, spreading happiness as he interacts with
children and adults in the crowd—smiling, posing for photos, and
cracking dubious robot jokes. But most people would be surprised to
know that behind Tubby the Robot, who brings so much joy to others,
is a man who struggles to find that happy place for himself.
Beneath Tubby’s perpetual smile, glowing red buttons and gleaming
silver facade is someone who has seen more than his fair share of
emotional pain. Paul Cooper, Tubby’s alter-ego, jokes that “a robot
saved my life.” His words, although light-hearted, convey an undeniable
truth—that for Paul, donning the shiny robot costume has been both
literally and figuratively a silver lining.

Paul as the first Tubby the Robot in the 1990s, with his children Ollie and Domini.
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Tubby and Little Tub enjoying the Floriade festival in Canberra.

PHOTOS: COURTESY TUBBY THE ROBOT

Silver
Lining
Paul grew up in the 1960s and 70s as a shy and sensitive child in
a large, loving family. When Paul was a baby, one of his five brothers,
Glenn, died tragically at just three years old. Although Paul has no
memory of Glenn, he believes that the traumatic event had a profound
effect on the whole family. In retrospect, Paul feels that his parents
never really got over his brother’s death, which led to him feeling
insecure. “I believe that children sense if there is a threat to their
wellbeing,” said Paul. “I think that I felt that, and I’m only making
sense of that now, as an adult. That trauma was the seed. It grew,
and I fed it and cultivated it, and it became a defining habit of thinking
and acting.”
“Looking back, I can see that I had growing anxiety between the
ages of about ten and 15. I ran away from home when I was 16
because I couldn’t talk about what was happening to me, about my
unhappiness and my sense that I had no place. On a really basic level,
I thought that I wasn’t wanted.”
As a child, Paul withdrew into a world of inventing and building,
particularly with Lego. The comfort he found in his love of creating
and constructing remains with him to this day. “There is great wisdom
in the creative worlds of children,” Paul said. “It’s not a frivolous thing
that kids play—it’s a fundamental part of being a human being. Even
little animals play. That’s how they learn to be big animals, because
they role play as children. All of us invent ourselves out of play, and in
a way I’m still doing that.”
Paul remembers his first robot, which he and two friends made out
of cardboard boxes in primary school. His first professional robot was
created when he was in his 20s, working for a theatre company that
produced educational shows about waste minimisation and recycling.
Each performer had to make a materials-based character, and Paul
chose a robot. He realised that people liked his robots and that he had
enjoyed making them, so when he left the company he decided he was
going to make another one. “That’s how the first of the Tubby series
of robots came into being.”
Paul trained as an actor and worked in theatre, but he was
particularly interested in interactive performance in public spaces.
“I became a performer partly because, as a person who had lost his
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centre, I had to invent one,” he said. “I was attracted to acting because I could
create a character and believe in that. And the irony is that the discipline of
playing and inventing and believing in, allowed me to reconstruct a life that
I really can believe in. It is a force that counters the ‘you don’t belong’ idea.”
Paul built three versions of the Tubby suit over the years, each one
better designed than the one before. Made of stainless steel, aluminium,
and plastics, the suit relies on its functional and engineering
characteristics to work. Wearing the heavy suit can be
difficult and uncomfortable, and very challenging physically
to operate. “It’s very much a machine, not a costume,” said
Paul.
Paul’s son Ollie, 32, daughter Domini, 28, were just children
when the first version of Tubby was created. Now Paul has his
younger daughter, 8-year-old Isabel, to share his creative side
with. “She’s kind of wired like me,” Paul said. “She loves Lego and
we play together. My daughter is in the fortunate position that she
can say, ‘My dad’s a robot’, and it’s the truth,” Paul laughed.
Paul also shares his other great passion, cycling, with his children.
“All of my kids love cycling, and I’ve ridden with them since they were little.
I see the bicycle as a freedom machine. I remember from my childhood
this complete joy when I learned to ride a bike. They couldn’t get me off it.”
Paul’s children are all proud of what he has achieved. “They realise that
there’s something very special about the relationship between me and my
work, and the world,” he said. “I always had to try to survive in spite of the
belief that I wasn’t wanted, that I had no place, that I didn’t belong. I think a
lot of people walk around with those beliefs running the show, but they don’t
really have the imperative to dig into it and understand it.”
For Paul, though, it was crucial to try to work out why he felt the way he
did. “It was destroying me. There was that urgency. Initially you run from
it in fear, but ultimately you have to face it—stare into it and walk into it.”
The process of changing and adapting is still a defining force for Paul.
“I have to try and adapt into a functional life. I still find that hard. I can’t go
back and change the way I applied myself at school, what I did and didn’t
do, what I obsessed on. I can’t change those things. But I’ve made a career
of being the outsider, the clown. I get paid to not be a person.”
Over the past 21 years, Tubby has performed at nearly 800 events all
around Australia. Whether wheeling his baby robot Little Tub around in a
restored 1960s pram, or riding his electro-scooter, Tubby brings joy to adults
and children. “He attracts attention. He makes people smile,” explained
Paul. “This is a really strong invitation from me for people to play, and they
respond to it. It’s an invitation that works. I invite them in; they come in. They
want to play. That’s validating—I know how to make people happy.”
Although many costumed performers are mute, Tubby talks to the crowd
as he playfully interacts with them. Friendly, chatty Tubby is very different
from the Paul of many years ago, who for a while in his teens barely spoke. “I
didn’t think that words would ever be an effective way for me to communicate
with people, so I just decided to stop speaking,” he said. “But at some point,
I decided, ‘No. Words are kind of like all we’ve got, in a way.’ So now I’ve
invested really heavily in language.”
“Tubby is in some respects what I am not. He’s like the antidote to me,
the medicine for me. Tubby—even though he is obviously an outsider and
an alien, he doesn’t feel like that. He feels completely like he belongs. So
he walks through the shopping centre and is not really conscious of the
fact that he is different. He feels like he belongs, and that, in a way, is the
solution to my not feeling like I belong.”
Although he still has his struggles, these days Paul doesn’t have as much
trouble seeing life’s silver lining. He’s come a long way, particularly in the
last couple of years, and he no longer thinks that his life is destined to be
miserable. “For the first time in my life I feel that confidence in my future is
justified. It’s not a trick.”
“Part of my solution is that I want to talk about it, even though it is
sometimes painful,” said Paul. “When I was younger I gave up on trying to
share my personal turmoil. I thought that people would never understand.
But now I know it’s really important for our society that there’s a growing
willingness to have these conversations and share these types of stories.”
“There’s so much value in people in situations like mine being able to
speak to each other and to the world, and to be heard.”

If Paul’s story has encouraged you to talk to someone about issues
in your own life, please see page 11 for information about a range
of counselling services available to all Australians.
You can find out more about Tubby the Robot on his Facebook page
or by visiting tubbytherobot.com.au.

Janet Van Dijk
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Suffering?

I recently visited the dentist due to a toothache. It turns out I had to
have one of my wisdom teeth extracted. Man, I do not like the dentist!
Not the person, but the experience—the scraping, the drilling sounds, the
water being sucked out of or sprayed into my mouth, the residual pain. And
having to hold my mouth wide open for half an hour makes my jaw ache.
I know I’ll be OK when it’s over and my mouth returns to normal, but
during the time when I’m in that chair, leaning back and looking at a
bright light, I’m suffering. I’m thinking, “God, please help me get through
this.” It might seem silly, but I think you know what I’m talking about.
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Maybe you’ve felt like this in similar situations, and reacted as I did.
It’s natural for us to reach out to God when we’re in trouble. You’ve
probably heard the proverbial saying, “There are no atheists in foxholes.”
Suffering can indeed turn our hearts toward God. David well understood
how it feels to suffer. He wrote this in one of the psalms: “Please listen,
Lord! Answer my prayer for help. When I am in trouble, I pray, knowing you
will listen.” 1
We can see that David trusts God will hear us when we reach out to
Him, especially when we’re suffering or in trouble. We can reach out the
same. But does this mean that our suffering will disappear? That some
amazing miracle will happen?
That’s probably what we would like. More often we find God
strengthening us and giving us courage and hope in the midst of our
difficulties. Sometimes we find God sending other people to come
alongside us in our suffering and help us through their words and actions.
And suffering is a part of being human. Even Jesus suffered. His
example of patient endurance when mistreated, wrongly accused, beaten,
and impaled on a cross can help us put our suffering in perspective. God
didn’t desert Jesus while He suffered, and God promises He will never
leave us or forsake us.
If you are suffering today, even if it’s with the proverbial visit to the
dentist, know that you never need to suffer alone. God hears you, hears
your requests for comfort. He is always there for you.
Heber Ticas
Speaking of Life
1

Psalm 86:6-7 (Contemporary English Version)

St Margaret’s Uniting Church new pastor,
Reverend Jinseon Park, has only seen a quiet,
locked-down Mooroolbark, but she is enjoying
the fresh air and getting to know the suburb as
she walks through it for her daily exercise.
Jinseon and her husband Reverend GiWon
Kang moved to Sydney from Korea in August
1998 as a newly married couple, with plans to
study theology. GiWon completed a Masters of
Theology, but Jinseon’s plans were unexpectedly
put on hold due to the arrival of their “honeymoon
baby”, Jason, who was born in May of 1999.
When Jason was two and a half years old, the
family welcomed a second son, Joseph.
After GiWon’s graduation, he and Jinseon felt
that God was guiding them to stay in Australia.
The family spent several years in Sydney and
then Tasmania as GiWon pastored churches
there. When the boys were in their mid-teens,
the family moved to Melbourne, where Jinseon
was able to pursue her goal of studying
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theology at the Uniting
Church’s Pilgrim Theological
College.
In 2015, GiWon received
another ministry placement
and the family moved to
the Shepparton area. For
the self-described “city
girl” Jinseon, the towns
around Shepparton were
very different to what she
Jason, GiWon, Jinseon, and Joseph at St Margaret’s
was used to, but she saw
June with only 20 people present and a large
learning about Australian
number “attending” via Zoom.
rural life as “a very precious opportunity.”
At the beginning of her placement it was
Jinseon was ordained at the beginning of
possible to have 20 people attend church in
2017, and started her first placement with
rotation, so Jinseon was able to meet a number
congregations in Numurkah and Nathalia, near
of her congregation. However, when tighter
Shepparton. Ministering in rural areas touched
restrictions were introduced three weeks later,
Jinseon’s heart—she enjoyed learning about
Jinseon began weekly church services on Zoom.
nature, the land, and even the hardships that
Despite the disappointment of no longer being
rural life can bring. “Rural life, and rural ministry,
able to meet in person, she has enjoyed getting
for me is a chance to look at my life and nature,”
to know everyone “face to face, on camera.” For
she said. “It’s all transformation. How do I look
their part, the congregation at St Margaret’s is
at this amazing creation through nature and
very thankful to have a minister with her gifts
through rural life?“
who is very capable with technology.
After three years of rural ministry, and
Jinseon is optimistic about how she and
with both sons now doing tertiary studies in
the people of Mooroolbark will adapt to the
Melbourne, Jinseon was available for a change
challenges of the current world situation. “I’m
of placement and St. Margaret's, Mooroolbark
looking forward to normal life, but we are not
asked her to be their minister. GiWon concluded
sure what tomorrow is,” she said. “We have
his five-year placement to accompany his
to adapt to today’s life and see the hope for
wife, and is now awaiting another position in
tomorrow.”
Melbourne. Jinseon was inducted on the 14
Janet Van Dijk
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Welcome to St Margaret’s

How are you – really?
In September each year, RU OK Day reminds
Australians how important it is to ask after the
mental health and wellbeing of those we know.
This year, as more and more people are feeling
isolated and worried as a result of the worldwide
pandemic, it is even more important than ever to
stay connected and, as we are able, to support
those around us.
The RU OK message for 2020 is “There’s
more to say after R U OK,” and the organisation’s
website reminds us that when others say they
are not OK, we don’t have to be experts to be
supportive. The website gives helpful strategies
for continuing a conversation that may save a
life, and encourages us to ask the question,
listen, encourage action, and check in.1
The World Health Organisation (WHO) reports
that the coronavirus has resulted in increased
rates of stress and anxiety across the globe. It is
expected that the rate of loneliness, depression
and suicidal thoughts will also rise, along with
harmful drug and alcohol use. Those who are
under additional stress—for example those with
underlying health conditions, people caring
Phone
Depression & Anxiety
Lifeline
Mindspot

13 11 14
1800 61 44 34

Beyond Blue

1300 22 4636

Suicide Call Back Service

1300 659 467

Children & Young Adults
Kids Help Line

1800 55 1800

Eheadspace
ReachOut
COPMI
Drugs of Dependence

1800 650 893

DirectLine

1800 888 236

Family Drug Support

1300 368 186

Alcoholics Anonymous

1300 222 222

Narcotics Anonymous

1300 652 820

Sexual Assault
Eastern Health (ECASA)
Sexual Assault Crisis Line

9870 7330

1800 806 292
5pm – 9 am

for others, and
frontline health
workers—are likely
to be especially
In
af fected.2
response, WHO
has released online
fact sheets, one for
adults3 and one for
children 4 , which
give strategies for
coping with stress IMAGE: © THE NORTHCOTT SOCIETY AND CEREBRAL PALSY ALLIANCE 2020. USED WITH PERMISSION.
during COVID-19.
said Martin Foley, Minister for Mental Health.
In Melbourne especially, with travel and
Although in many ways it seems that the
socialising restricted and many out of work,
world has stopped as a result of COVID-19, life
people are feeling the strain. In August the
still goes on. Babies are born, birthdays come
Victorian government, recognising the increased
and go, people get married. Sadly, life events
importance of mental health services at this
involving sadness and trauma also continue to
time, announced that it will add $59.7 million
occur—loved ones die, terminal illnesses still
to the almost $135 million the state government
have to be treated, and many people are trapped
has already invested in mental health during
in situations involving domestic violence, abuse,
the pandemic. “The pandemic is stressful. The
and neglect.
pandemic has seen anxiety and depression levels
Just as it is important for all of us to not to
rise quite substantially, but there is help out there,”
neglect our physical health despite
the change in circumstances, each
Website
About
of must also take care of our own
mental health, and reach out to
lifeline.org.au
Suicide prevention & mental health support.
those who may be struggling. The
mindspot.org.au
Therapist-guided digital mental health clinic.
table on this page shows various
Helping everyone achieve their best possible
beyondblue.org.au
services which provide year-round
mental health.
free, easily accessible help and
Professional counselling for people who are
suicidecallbackservice.org.au
support.
affected by suicide.
In 1919, in the midst of the
worldwide flu epidemic, famous
For 5-25 olds and their parents. “Any time.
kidshelpline.com.au
Any reason.”
Australian children's illustrator and
headspace.org.au/eheadspace
For 12-25 year olds.
author May Gibbs created an image
au.reachout.com
Online support for young people and their parents.
which depicted a kookaburra and
copmi.net.au/kids-young-people
Help for children of parents with a mental illness.
gumnut baby sitting on a branch with
eucalyptus leaves wrapped around
their mouths for masks.They look at
Confidential alcohol and drug counselling and
directline.org.au
referral service.
each other and ask, “How are you?”
Supporting families affected by alcohol and
A hundred years later, and in a
fds.org.au
other drugs.
similar situation, it’s time for us to
aa.org.au/meetings/online-meetings
Online meetings and support.
ask each other—and ourselves—the
Find someone to talk to or find an online NA
na.org.au/multi/online-meetings
same question:
meeting.
How are you—really?
easternhealth.org.au/services/item/174- Support for those who have experienced
eastern-centre-against-sexual-assault
sexual assault either recently or in the past.
After-hours counselling for those who have
www.sacl.com.au
experienced past or recent sexual assault.

Family Violence
1800RESPECT

1800 737 732

1800respect.org.au

Safe Steps

1800 015 188

safesteps.org.au

No to Violence
Relationships

1300 766 491

ntv.org.au

Mensline

1300 78 99 78

mensline.org.au

Support for men with emotional health and
relationship concerns.

Parentline

13 22 89

education.vic.gov.au/parents/servicesfor-parents/Pages/parentline.aspx

Support, counselling and parent education.

familyrelationships.gov.au

Information, advice and referral for family
relationship issues.

qlife.org.au

For LGBTI individuals, their friends and
families.

mindaustralia.org.au/family-andcarer-support-services

Counselling and peer support.

Family Relationships
Online

1800 050 321
Closed Sundays and
public holidays

24/7 online and phone support .
For women, young people and children
experiencing family violence.
Advice for men about family violence.

Other
Switchboard Victoria
Carer Helpline
Griefline
Open Arms

1800 184 527
3pm – midnight

1300 554 660
1300 845 745
6 am – 2 am

1800 011 046

griefline.org.au
openarms.gov.au

Support and counselling for anyone
experiencing grief, loss or trauma.
Peer support and counselling for veterans
and their families.

Janet Van Dijk
1
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3

4

ruok.org.au
euro.who.int/en/health-topics/healthemergencies
who.int/docs/default-source/coronaviruse/
coping-with stress.pdf
who.int/docs/default-source/coronaviruse/
helping-childrencope-with-stress-print.pdf

Mental Health
Resources
Whether your concerns are big
or small, these organisations
offer free, confidential phone
and/or online support. Most
services are available 24 hours
a day, seven days a week, and
many have specific coronavirus
support information. If you or
others are in danger, please dial
000 for emergency services.
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Elsie at age 16, age 18, and on her wedding day in 1947

Celebrating a Century
O

for 1.2 million locked-out coal miners. Some
1.7 million workers went out, especially in
transport and heavy industry.”1
After the failure of the general strike, the
miners struggled on alone. In Killamarsh, after
months of strikes, the miners were forced to go
back to work, accepting longer working hours
for less pay. This continued until the mine
closed in 1931 during the Great Depression.
That year the family moved to Todmorden in
Yorkshire, where work prospects were more
favourable, but there still followed another six
years of hardship, with Elsie’s father finding
only occasional and part-time work.
Three years later when she turned 14,
Elsie left school and started work in a cotton
factory. The working week at that time was
54¾ hours, with work days beginning at 6:45
am and ending at 6 pm. To help support the
family, Elsie contributed her weekly wage of
eleven shillings and threepence to the family
budget, receiving one shilling back for her
personal use.
The family had a history of church-going,
and Elsie recalls walking to Sunday school
three miles each way. When Elsie was 16 a
friend took her to a Salvation Army meeting,
which started a lifelong association with the
church. At 18 she joined the “Salvos” and when
she was 20 Elsie left home for the International
Training College in London, where she studied
1
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en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1926_United_Kingdom_general_strike

Elsie at age
five or six,
with her
older sister
Alice
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n 16 May 2020, long-time Mooroolbark
resident Elsie Mallard celebrated her
century! Born in the United Kingdom, Elsie has
spent 60 of her 100 years in Australia.
I recently interviewed Elsie and her son
Eric by phone and found that Elsie’s story is of
particular interest during these uncertain times
of pandemic. During Elsie’s life she has faced
adversity, and yet the challenges she’s lived
through have not stripped her of an assured
sense of her place in the world, gratitude for
what has been given to her, courage, hope, and
an ongoing desire to love and care for others.
During a childhood she describes as very
happy, Elsie and her family faced difficult
challenges together. The third of six children,
she spent her early years in Killamarsh,
Derbyshire. As a young child she watched her
family struggle through an extended period of
economic hardship.
Elsie’s father Maurice was a coal miner,
and by the early 20th century coal mining
had become less profitable. Mines were being
closed; employees were being locked out.
Miners went on strike after mine owners sought
reduced wages and increased workhours from
their workers. In May 1926, a general strike
of the nation’s workers, in support of the
miners, lasted nine days. This show of labour
solidarity was “an unsuccessful attempt to
force the British government to act to prevent
wage reductions and worsening conditions

for nine months during the heavy and sustained
German bombing of the city. Elsie remembers
providing cups of tea to people in the bomb
shelters during the bombing, and sometimes
helping out the next day serving cups of tea
to the firefighters in the cleanup. She recalls
once being lifted up under the arms by two
burly firemen while carrying ten cups of tea.
During the nine months of her studies she was
able to sleep in her own bed for only one night;
all the other nights were spent in the college
basement.
Following her training, Elsie was posted to
Morpeth in Northumberland as a Salvation
Army officer. This posting was followed by
others throughout northern England until, due
to poor health, she was posted to the small
Theodore Street Corps in Birmingham. Elsie’s
voice was beginning to fail, and she struggled
with speaking and was unable to preach.
During her appointment at Morpeth, Elsie
was mentored by senior officer Eileen Gellatley,
a woman she admired and developed a close
friendship with. The two women maintained
their friendship and correspondence until
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wash!” Elsie chuckled when I asked if she
Eileen died three or four years ago aged 104!
By the late 70s, caring for and helping Eric
was hoping to be recognised as the “world’s
adapt to a different way of living had taken its
It was in Birmingham that Elsie met her
oldest carer” by the Guinness Book of Records.
toll and Elsie retired from her Sunday school
future husband Joe, who was a member of the
Eric has suggested that she slow down a bit,
work. Some of Elsie’s fondest memories are of
Birmingham Corps. Although not an officer,
but she prefers to keep helping out. I’m not
those years of influencing young people, and
Joe performed the voluntary role of corps
surprised, either, as the news clip that Channel
she was delighted and sometimes surprised
treasurer, which brought him and Elsie into
9 aired on the day of her birthday showed Elsie
by how many of those no-longer-young people
a working relationship. Elsie would visit pubs
to be a very healthy-looking, happy, energetic
messaged her or popped by to congratulate
in the poorer parts of Birmingham, selling the
and articulate woman who loves her children,
her on her hundredth birthday. They’d known
Army publication The War Cry and leading
grandchildren and great-grandchildren!
her as Mrs Mal, which in time became simply
singalongs. Joe would escort her to the pubs,
“Mal”, a name she still goes by for all her
Due to restrictions on gatherings during
wait outside for her, and make sure she arrived
friends.
the pandemic, Elsie wasn’t able to celebrate
safely home.
her bir thday with
Eventually Elsie
the party that had
resigned from her
been planned, so her
commission due
family went to special
to deteriorating illeffort to make her day
health. She was
unforgettable. Wellsurprised when Joe
wishers gathered in
proposed—there had
groups of five outside
been no indication
the front of her home,
of Joe’s romantic
taking it in turn to
inclinations until that
talk to Elsie while
point! The couple had
remaining at a safe
never been out on
distance. Elsie was
a date, as Joe well
also able to take a
understood the Army
walk outside in the
regulation at that
sunshine to see the
time. He’d chosen
Elsie and her husband Joe met in Birmingham in the 1940s
Elsie and Joe in the late 1980s
birthday decorations
to avoid a romantic
of colourful balloons, streamers, and banners
But there was to be further adversity for the
attachment while Elsie was “in the work”, as
that had been placed around the home in her
family with the devastating and unexpected
officers were only permitted to marry fellow
honour. Later, she cut a beautifully decorated
death of Joe in 1989 from a massive heart
officers.
birthday cake made by her niece Wyn.
attack, and again in 2005 when Eric’s middle
Elsie and Joe married in May 1947. In a few
brother Paul died from a heart attack at the
When I asked Elsie what key life lessons she
years their family had grown, with the addition
age of 55.
would want to pass on to her family and friends,
of three children—Philip, Paul and Eric. The
she replied immediately, “To love God first and
At age 100, Elsie is still officially Eric’s carer,
family continued to attend the Salvation Army
foremost! I don’t know how people can live
although he’s able to manage many things for
until their Birmingham Corps closed.
without God. He’s always been there for me
himself. He said that “Mum cooks; I bottle
In 1960 the Mallard family migrated to
even as a child. He’ll keep you going.”
Australia. The family lived first at Blackburn
She then reflected, “How have I got
North before moving to a fast-developing
to be here if it’s not for God?” Earlier
Mooroolbark in 1964. Joe was a painter and
in the interview she had commented
decorator and had been working for the builder
that her faith had been strengthened
from the Pergaport estate, who saved a block
by the challenges that adversity had
of land near Manchester Road for Joe to build
brought, and how her church and
the family home, where Elsie and Eric still live.
friends helped her feel that she was
At the time, Manchester Road ended abruptly
never alone.
quite a distance from Maroondah Highway and
“It’s Mum’s faith that stands out
their northerly view towards Chirnside Park was
most for me,” said Eric. “There were
across uninterrupted paddocks.
times when her life was rocked, her
In 1966 the family joined the Mooroolbark
faith shaken and yet she never took
Salvation Army, where Eric and his mother still
her eyes off Christ. And her love for
attend when they’re able to. Eric’s older brothers
God drives her love of family and her
were in their late teens and preferred to play
church involvement.”
soccer, which at that time was played at Hookey
On behalf of the community, I
Park. Joe served at different times in the roles
congratulate this courageous woman
of corps secretary and treasurer, while Elsie had
on attaining the grand old age of 100!
many years of involvement with the young people
and children at the church. The Sunday school
And, as we continue to face the
during the mid-70s served close to 200 children.
difficult challenges of COVID-19, we
Adversity struck the Mallard family in 1974,
might reflect on the important role
however, when 20-year-old Eric met with an
that faith and faith communities can
accident while diving into a familiar stretch of
play in helping us weather difficult
the Yarra River at Healesville. He dived headlong
times! For so many people, their
into the water, unaware that a sandbar had
faith provides life with meaning,
unexpectedly formed in the river. His injuries
purpose and comfort in the midst
resulted in him becoming a quadriplegic.2
of bewildering and uncer tain
circumstances.
2

Eric was studying chemical engineering at Swinburne College
of Technology at the time and was unable to continue. In later
years he completed a Bachelor of Theology from the Bible
College of Victoria, after which he taught at the college as a
faculty member for 22 years.

Randall Bourchier
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Going Places
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in the 1950s and early 1960s, most of their
travel was done by car. The twins and several of
their friends all had Morris Minors, which feature
heavily in their stories of that time—Peter’s car
even helping him win his wife. In 1961 Marj
was working as a teacher near Ballarat, where
she was living with the parents of a young lady
named Beth, who was studying in Melbourne.
When Peter drove up to see Marj one weekend,
Beth was there too. “I offered to take her back
instead of her going by train, and the rest is
history,” said Peter, joking that it was his “very
flash car” that impressed Beth. When the couple
married in December 1963, they departed for
their honeymoon in Peter’s
Morris Minor, decorated by
friends with the traditional
“just married” graffiti.
And it was a Morris Minor
in which the twins’ father
eventually learned to drive
after years of bicycling and
driving his horse and cart.
Jack had received a teaching
appointment in Blackburn
East, and the only way for
him to get there was by car,
so he needed to get his
driver’s licence. After some
initial lessons from Peter,
Jack went to a driving school
in Lilydale for a year before
taking his licence test. Peter
recalled that on the day of
the test, Jack was driving
the instructor’s Morris Minor.
“He put the car in reverse
with such force that the gear
stick came completely out
of the gearbox. Anyway, he
passed—but he always drove
very slowly,” said Peter. “I
remember once he was
driving down a steep hill to
York Road from Mooroolbark
and I was in the passenger
seat of the Morris Minor. The
hill was so steep and Dad
was so frightened he let go
of the steering wheel and hung onto the door!
So I had to steer the car—I don’t know how we
got to York Road without crashing!”
Transportation has come a long way in
Mooroolbark, from the horse-drawn vehicles
and simple railway station hut of the 1800s
to today’s fast cars and modern train station
upgrades. For Marj and Peter, growing up in the
1940s and ’50s, these changes have become
part of their personal history as well.
PHOTOS: SUPPLIED

was a joy to ride but had an aversion to other
In our June issue, twins Peter and Marj
kinds of transport. “She hated cars and she
Hookey, children of teacher Jack Hookey and
hated steam trains,” said Marj.
his wife Connie, told us of their early years living
in Mooroolbark. Now Marj and Peter share
Marj reflected that in many ways children then
some more of their memories, this time about
could be a lot more independent than they are
transportation in Mooroolbark as they were
now. Peter sometimes helped out at the railway
growing up.
station when he was about thirteen. “The station
master would let me walk up the line, climb up
War broke out when twins Peter and Marj
the ladder to the signals and light the signal
were less than two years old, and ended shortly
lantern, and then walk down the other way
before their eighth birthday in 1945. In rural
and do the other one.” From age 12, Marj took
Mooroolbark, many people owned horse-drawn
annual four-hour steam train trips on her own,
vehicles and didn’t often travel by car, especially
from Flinders Street to Foster in Gippsland, to
during the war. “Petrol was rationed through the
visit relatives.
war, so most people didn’t have enough petrol
to be able to drive a vehicle
daily,” said Marj. Peter recalls
that acclaimed landscape
designer Edna Walling was
an exception, driving her
car even during the war
years. After the war, cars
and horses sharedthe road,
with cars gradually becoming
more popular. However,
Peter remembers that even
as late as 1948, there was
often only one car parked at
Mooroolbark railway station.
Jack Hookey usually
drove himself and the
twins to school in a jinker,
a lightweight horse-drawn
vehicle that seated three
people. The family also had
an old milk cart, which was
useful when firewood was
collected for the school.
The twins’ parents also had
bikes, with their mother’s
bike being a second-hand
one she acquired during the
war. “Mum hadn't been on a
bike since childhood, but she
quickly mastered it and it was
a great help even with all the
hills in Manchester Road,”
said Marj.
Peter and Marj on his scooter
On days when Jack Hookey Jack and Marj collecting firewood
needed a haircut in Croydon,
When he was 17, Peter bought a secondSnowy the horse would be left at home in
hand Lambretta motor scooter. Because of the
the morning. “Dad would ‘dink’ me to school
scooter’s small wheels, he had to be careful not
and Peter would ride mum’s bike,” Marj said.
to overbalance when going around corners. In
“Then we’d walk home, pushing mum’s bike. I
the year or so that he had the scooter before
remember one afternoon when we were about
getting his car licence, he “somehow remained
seven, Blair’s nasty Jersey bull was standing
upright.” His most memorable experience was
outside our gate. We were terrified of bulls, so we
hitting a deep pothole in the road, which bent
had to sneak under the fence and drag the bike
the front forks of the scooter back so far that he
through. I remember Mum saying, ‘Why didn’t
could no longer steer it. “I had to push it back to
you just leave the bike down at the front gate?’
our house in Station Street, where I straightened
but we dutifully pulled it under the fence.”
the forks in the ‘fork’ of a tree,” said Peter.
Marj much preferred riding horses to bikes.
By the time Peter and Marj were young adults
From the age of 14 she had a horse, Fancy, who
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It’s Still Life
Share your story

Do you want to be a part of history? The Yarra Ranges
Council Still Life project invites you to share your experience
of life during COVID-19. Like a virtual time capsule, this project
will capture our collective experience of these historic months.
Nearly a hundred people have already shared stories, poetry,
images and songs, and an online gallery is capturing the
moments that are important to our community.
This pandemic has changed our lives in so many ways,
and we want to know how it has affected your area. How
has the community evolved and changed? Perhaps your
favourite café has become takeaway-only, or a local boutique
is taking its business online. Maybe your kids are pining for
the playground, or you are helping them learn from home. Your
story is valuable to us, and we want to hear it.
You can submit an image, video, write a story or poem,
or even just a sentence that defines your experience. The
project is collecting experiences and moments—big, small,
funny, sad, or just plain bizarre. Follow the journeys and share
the stories of others in the online gallery. From family reunions
to pandemic-inspired music and poetry, social distancing
adventures and absurd new conventions, these experiences
capture the essence of life during COVID-19.
To share your experience or learn more, visit yrc.vic.gov.
au/still-life. You can also follow the conversation on Yarra
Ranges Regional Museum’s Facebook page, or Instagram
account. Add #stilllifeyarraranges to your image caption on
social media, or use it in the search bar to see what others
have shared.
Let’s record this moment in history together, so that we
can reflect together.
PHOTOS: YARRA RANGES STILL LIFE GALLERY

Community Relief and Recovery Grants Program
Community groups, creative organisations,
and other groups and individual artists in the
Yarra Ranges are encouraged to apply for up to
$5000 in funding for programs and projects in
the community, as part of council’s new COVID-19
Community Relief and Recovery Grants.
Grants applications opened on 1 August this
year and will close on 30 November, with grants
awarded at the end of each month to successful
applicants.
Director of Communities, Jane Price, said
council had organised the temporary grants
program to assist community groups and artists
impacted by the pandemic. “Our community
has come together in so many ways since the
COVID-19 pandemic began in March, and we’ve
all heard heartening stories about people using
their time and expertise to help others,” Ms
Price said. “We also know that some community
groups and many in our artistic community are

RUCCIS circus performs at Mooroolbark Community Centre

struggling to make ends meet and so we’ve
organised a temporary grants program to lend
a hand.”
“These COVID-19 Community Relief and
Recovery Grants Programs will function the
same way as our monthly Small Grants, and will
provide more money to groups and individuals in
the community over the next six months. We’re
looking to fund programs and projects that build
the capacity and resilience of communities and
community organisations/groups, as well as
creative organisations, groups and individual
artists in Yarra Ranges or that support community
relief efforts from the pandemic.”
Ms Price said that Yarra Ranges Council would
provide $100,000 in total to the grants, as part
of its package of COVID-19 Community Relief
and Recovery Grants Programs.
“We all know an artist or a community group
that has been doing it tough since the pandemic
began in March, and I’d strongly encourage
everyone to share information about these grants
and apply if you think they can help bring your
idea to life. As with all of our grants programs,
we can’t always fund every project that comes to
us. We’ll be assessing these projects based on
the community benefit and offering assistance
wherever we can when we see a great idea,” she
said.
“If you’ve got an idea for a project that can
help others in the community—through providing
work, training, skills or helping build resilience—

we want to hear about it.”
Not-for-profit groups, including artists, are
eligible to apply for grants.
For more information and full eligibility criteria,
visit yrc.vic.gov.au/covid-grants or contact
council’s COVID-19 Community Relief and
Recovery Grants Officer through 1300 368 333
or grants@yarraranges.vic.gov.au.

Yarra Ranges Council
Yarra Ranges Council
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H

ow would you like to take
a “grand tour” through the
streets and canals of Italy? Can you
picture yourself roaming the broad
piazzas and narrow alleyways, and wandering
through the ornate rooms of historic churches
and theatres? Perhaps you would prefer to drift
on a gondola in the sunshine, meandering along
the peaceful waterways of Venice.
Experiencing la doce vita in Italy seems
like an impossible dream for most of us at the
moment, with residents of Melbourne restricted
to travelling just a few kilometres from their
homes. However, those of us who have an
internet connection can get out and about in
a virtual sense—the world is at our fingertips!
With many organisations offering free online
versions of real-life experiences, exploring
world-famous places that you may never have
anticipated visiting in person—even before the
coronavirus pandemic—is just a click away. One
of the most interesting and easy-to-use ways
to explore is by visiting the Google Street View
Gallery.1 Street View Gallery is a collection of
360-degree panoramic images collected by
Google and its partners throughout the world.
It allows virtual visits to fascinating places
around the globe, from famous landmarks
and museums to art galleries and university
campuses. Visitors can navigate the scenery
using their mouse or touchpad, choosing which
way to go and entering further into the scene.
The Street View Gallery experience is
surprisingly authentic. As the sun shines whitehot in a clear Bermudian sky, you will almost
believe that you are actually standing on Gibbs
Hill enjoying panoramic views of the island
below. Or perhaps you’d choose to tour famous
television studios from around the world, enjoy
a 360-degree view of the pyramids of Giza,
or wander through Dr Who’s time-travelling
spaceship, the Tardis.

Editor
Video-sharing sites such as YouTube or
Vimeo also provide a window into the world
with theatre and concert performances. There
is plenty of choice, whether you prefer to watch
classical concerts at London’s Royal Albert
Hall or performances by rock legends at iconic
concert venues. Children can get a taste of the
live-theatre experience by watching full-length
performances of productions like The Little
Mermaid 2 or Beauty and the Beast.3
Among the many world-famous places offering
online experiences are the Louvre, the Sistine
Chapel, NASA, and London’s Royal Academy of
Arts4. There are many iconic Australian locations,
too, such as the Art Gallery of New South Wales
and the Australian War Memorial.5 Many zoos
around the world, including Taronga Zoo, offer
virtual zoo tours and live video streaming of
animals in their habitat.6 Most of these sites
can easily be found with a quick internet search,
but many are also available in one place at
Google Arts & Culture. More than 2,000 cultural
institutions from more than 80 countries have
partnered with Google to allow visitors to take
online tours and view famous exhibits from the
comfort of their own homes. 7
Most of us are spending a lot more time at
home these days, but that doesn’t mean that
we have to stay local—the world is waiting for
us online!

google.com/streetview/gallery
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MISSION STATEMENT
To contribute towards and to help to foster
a growing community spirit within our
neighbourhood.
We seek to achieve this by:
•
•
•

highlighting the many positives within
our community
encouraging partnership in
community initiatives
contributing to the process of
identifying and addressing community
needs and concerns
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